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In this work, we present a simulation study of equatorial plasma bubble (EPB) in the evening time

ionosphere. The fluid simulation is performed with a high grid resolution, enabling us to probe the

steepened updrafting density structures inside EPB. Inside the density depletion that eventually

evolves as EPB, both density and updraft are functions of space from which the density as implicit

function of updraft velocity or the density distribution function is constructed. In the present study,

this distribution function and the corresponding probability distribution function are found to

evolve from Maxwellian to non-Maxwellian as the initial small depletion grows to EPB. This

non-Maxwellian distribution is of a gentle-bump type, in confirmation with the recently reported

distribution within EPB from space-borne measurements that offer favorable condition for small

scale kinetic instabilities. VC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4945636]

I. INTRODUCTION

Plasma instabilities play an important role in determin-

ing the state of equatorial ionosphere. The evening-time F

region of ionosphere becomes unstable under collisional

interchange instability (CII) mechanism, which is the generic

name for E�B and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities.1 Non-

linear development of CII in the F region of ionosphere trig-

gers the equatorial plasma bubble (EPB) characterized by

updrafting high degree of plasma density depletion.2–4

Moreover, inside EPB, plasma mainly drifts vertical, by

leading to the establishment of an anisotropic environment

composed of steep density structures.5

Numerous observations show that EPBs are large scale

density depletion of scale size �1–100 km. More strikingly,

within the large scale EPB, small scale (�meters to centi-

meters) size irregularities (SSIs) are found to be present.6 The

underlying mechanisms for the generation of SSI remain unre-

solved though, it is understood that the sharp density gradients

within EPB can trigger the small scale instabilities to gives

rise to SSI.7 The widely examined small scale instabilities are

the drift and lower hybrid drift wave instabilities which are

shown to satisfy the growth conditions inside EPB.8–10

An important input to these analyses is the Probability

Distribution Function (PDF) which is often considered as

Maxwellian or drifting-Maxwellian.11 However, since SSIs

are developed within the unstable EPB that is characterized

by large anisotropic kinetic energy distribution, the PDF is

likely to acquire a non-Maxwellian nature. In fact, the PDF

within EPB as deduced from the rocket measurement is

found to be non-Maxwellian of gentle-bump type, having a

bump at higher energy tail.12 The origin of such PDF within

EPB remains unclear. Therefore, it is desirable to simulate

the density distribution function (DDF) and the correspond-

ing PDF within the EPB from simulation of CII whose

knowledge may facilitate further understanding of the

generation mechanism of SSI. In this study, we perform the

simulation of EPB, construct the DDF and the PDF, and

examine possible growth condition for the drift wave offered

by the non-Maxwellian nature of PDF.

II. SIMULATION MODEL

In the present study, we employ the two dimensional

(longitude-altitude) version of three-dimensional (longitude-

altitude-latitude) simulation model of CII/EPB developed by

Kherani et al.,13 by fixing latitude ¼ 0� corresponding to the

geomagnetic equator. The model solves the following hydro-

magnetic equations in the ionosphere:

@~vs

@t
¼ ~g þ qs

ms

~E þ~vs � ~B
� �

� �s~vs;

s ¼ ions ið Þ=electrons eð Þ
� �

; (1)

@ns

@t
þr: ns~vsð Þ ¼ �Rens; ni ¼ ne ¼ nð Þ; (2)

~J ¼ r:~E; (3)

r:~J ¼ 0 ) r:ðr:~EÞ ¼ 0 ) r:~E ¼ �r�1ð~E:rrÞ
~E ¼ ~Eo �r/ (4)

Here, ~g; ~Bo ; and �s are the gravitational acceleration, Earth’s

magnetic field, and the collision frequency, and Re is the

recombination rate as described by Kherani et al.14 Equations

(1)–(4) form a closed set of equations to study the temporal

and spatial evolutions of ionospheric number density (n), con-

ductivity (r), velocities ð~vi;eÞ of ions/electrons, electrostatic

potential ð/Þ, and electric field ð~EÞ. At t¼ 0, the ambient den-

sity (no) profile is considered the same as chosen by Kherani

et al.14 while the ambient vertical drift (vo¼Eo/Bo) with a

value of 40 m/s is considered for simplicity.

Equations (1)–(4) are solved numerically using a finite-

difference method and the implicit Crank-Nicholson scheme

is employed to perform the time integration, leading to aa)esfhan.kherani@inpe.br
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matrix equation that is subsequently solved by the

Successive-Over-Relaxation method.14 The simulation do-

main occupies a 2D Cartesian plane corresponding to the

equatorial plane perpendicular to the Earth’s magnetic field

that consists of longitude (x) and altitude (y). The domain cov-

ers 300–500 km in altitude and �20 to þ20 km in longitude

with equal grid resolutions Dx¼Dy¼ 500 m. At t¼ 0, a sinu-

soidal density perturbation (dn) with 1% amplitude with

respect to the ambient density, and wavelength of 20 km, is

given along the longitude such that n¼ noþ dn.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Figures 1–3, the simulation results are presented. In

Figure 1, the left panels show the longitude-altitude distribu-

tion of (n, v), in the form of iso-density contours (IDCs) and

iso-velocity contours (IVCs), at three chosen times t¼ 0,

850, and 1200 s. Here, v¼ viy is the ion updraft inside the

EPB. Since both n and v are explicit function of space at

given time, a DDF can be constructed by considering n as an

implicit function of v. Such DDF is constructed by adding all

densities in each 10 m/s window of �10–400 m/s updraft

range that is encountered within the narrow-middle part of

the EPB. The right panels in Figure 1 show DDF correspond-

ing to the three chosen times. In Figure 2, IDCs/IVCs in the

left panel and DDF in the right panel are shown at t¼ 1350

s, which represents the final stage of evolution of CII.

In the present study, the linear growth time of CII,

s ¼ L
ðvoþg=�iÞ, varies between 300 and 700 s, as the scale

height (L) varies with the altitude. Therefore, the initial per-

turbation is expected to evolve nonlinearly during this time.

In Figures 1 and 2, we note that the initial 1% density deple-

tion evolves as updrafted EPB within 1200 s under the action

of CII. (Here, EPB is defined as highly depleted region that

drifts upward with v� 2vo� 80 m/s.) The constructed DDF

reveals the following characteristics:

1. During the initial linear phase (0� t � 850) seconds of

instability evolution, DDF is Maxwellian in nature.

2. During the non-linear phase (850� t� 1350) seconds

when updraft becomes larger than twice the ambient drift,

DDF turns into non-Maxwellian acquiring extended tail at

higher v representing the development of EPB.

3. The non-Maxwellian DDF is of the gentle-bump type,

consisting of multiple bumps or Doppler pulses whose

amplitudes gradually decrease (more depletion) with

increasing v.

4. At t¼ 1350 s, a gentle-bump is developed at 100� v
� 150 m/s.

5. This bump corresponds to moderate depletion as noted

from Figure 2.

From DDF, the PDF can be constructed using the

following definition:

f ¼ @n

@v
: (5)

In Figure 3, the DDF and the corresponding PDF at

t¼ 1350 s are plotted. We note that the PDF follows DDF

FIG. 1. Evolution of CII: Left-panels show the longitude-altitude distribution of (n, v), in the form of IDCs and IVCs, at three chosen times, t¼ 0, 850, and

1200 s. IDCs and IVCs are represented by contours and color-pixmaps. In the right-panel, the corresponding DDFs are plotted. The DDF is constructed by

counting the number density encountered within a narrow-middle part of EPB in each 10 m/s window of v ranging between �10 and 400 m/s. The DDF is nor-

malized to the maximum density (nmax) which is 1014, 5� 1013, 1012 m�3 at three chosen times. In the left panels, the dashed blue curve represents the iono-

spheric number density and t¼ 0 s.
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revealing a non-Maxwellian nature with a gentle bump at

v� 100–150 m/s. This Doppler pulse corresponds to an EPB

which is streaming through the ambient ionosphere with the

bulk updraft v ¼ dE
Bo
� 100� 150 m/s due to the CII. We also

note that within the EPB, the density depletion has large

probability to ensemble around this bulk updraft, though it

also has secondary maxima at higher updrafts. Also, the

large probability is noted at v� 30 m/s, but this does not

belong to the EPB due to its updraft comparable to the ambi-

ent and is associated with the bulk ambient motion.

Such gentle-bump PDF associated with EPB has been

reported from the rocket measurements12 though its origin

had remained uncleared. In the present study, we simulate it

and show that they are caused by the CII dynamics. The gen-

tle bump arises due to the fact that the large part of EPB

tends to ensemble around sufficiently large Doppler range

that still has sufficient density though highly depleted than

the ambient density. Outside this Doppler range, either

depletion has updraft too small to be considered as EPB or it

has too large updraft with insignificant density.

A. Possible role of gentle-bump to destabilize
the drift wave and SSI

The broad gentle-bump in Figure 3 offers stable

@f
@v < 0
� �

and unstable @f
@v > 0
� �

conditions and the small

scale kinetic plasma waves with phase velocities (vph) in the

region of positive @f
@v > 0 can become unstable.15 Therefore,

the kinetic plasma waves with vph� 100–150 m/s are likely

to become unstable in the presence of such gentle-bump

PDF. In this context, we examine the drift wave which is

argued as the most favorable small scale wave to be excited

within EPB.9,10 The kinetic drift wave phase velocity is

given by the following expression:9

vph ¼
v2

th

XiL
b̂ � r̂n; (6)

where vth, Xi, and L are the ion thermal speed, gyro-

frequency, and the density gradient scale within the EPB,

respectively. For the typical F region parameters, 600� vth

� 103 m/s and 102�Xi� 2� 102 s�1. The density gradient

scale length (L) depends on the state of EPB and for a well

developed EPB, it can vary between 50 and 103 m, as noted

from the rocket observations.8 Therefore, vph is bounded

between 2� vph� 200 m/s. Therefore, for the typical F

region parameters and observed L values, vph of drift wave is

likely to encounter the unstable condition offered by the

gentle-bump PDF derived in the present study, leading to the

growth of drift wave which can subsequently excite the SSI.

In the previous studies of SSI within EPB, drifting-

Maxwellian (fdm) kind of PDFs were considered in which

both ions and electron are drifting with same diamagnetic

drift but in the opposite direction.11 In the present study, the

derived PDF is of gentle-bump type in which the whole

FIG. 2. The left and right panels show

IDCs/IVCs and corresponding DDF at

t¼ 1350 s which is the final stage of

evolution of CII.

FIG. 3. PDF: The blue curve represents the PDF constructed from the DDF

(gray curve) at t¼ 1350 s. The shaded rectangle represents the broad gentle-

bump of interest.
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plasma within EPB is drifting with the bulk updraft

�100–150 m/s arising from the nonlinear dynamics of CII

and not due to the diamagnetic drift. Another noteworthy dif-

ference is that the gentle-bump in Figure 3 offers much

larger @f
@v � 1

50
than the drifting-Maxwellian which has @f

@v /
1
vth
� 1

103 and since the growth rate c / @f
@v, we expect the

growth rate with the derived PDF to be much larger than its

value with the drifting-Maxwellian. To elaborate this aspect

in more detail, we examine the following growth rate (cdm)

expression of the drift wave instability for the drifting-

Maxwellian PDF (fdm), as given by Huba and Ossakow11

cdm ¼ x
vdi

vth

k2q2
s

1þ k2q2
s

� �2
: (7)

Here, vdi¼ vph, x
k is the phase velocity of the wave and qs is

the ion Larmor radius. On the other hand, for the derived

gentle-bump PDF (f) in the present study, the growth rate

(cgb) can be written as follows:

cgb ¼ ax
vdi

Dv
k2q2

s

1þ k2q2
s

� �2
; (8)

where Dv is the Doppler dispersion of broad gentle-bump in

Figure 3, which is of order of �50 m/s and a ¼ f
fdm
� 1 is the

relative population of two PDFs. Therefore, the ratio of two

growth rate can be obtained as follows:

cgb

cdm

¼ a
vth

Dv
:

In Figure 3, we note that the broad gentle-bump has f� 0.15

while the drifting-Maxwellian, in general, can have a popula-

tion in the range of 0.5� fdm� 1, leading to 0.15� a� 0.3.

Considering 600� vth� 103 m/s, we can have following

bounds for the ratio:

1:8 �
cgb

cdm

� 6:

Therefore, in general, the gentle-bump PDF derived in the

present study offers larger growth rate of drift wave instabil-

ity than that offered by a drifting-Maxwellian PDF.

As discussed by Huba and Ossakow (1979),10 the drift

wave instability could be heavily damped by ion viscosity

with the following viscous damping rate:

cdm
damp ¼

3 pþ 1ð Þ
4
ffiffiffi
2
p �iik

2q2
s ;

where �ii is the ion-ion collision frequency responsible for

the viscosity and superscript “dm” stands for the drifting-

Maxwellian. This expression was derived for the drifting-

Maxwellian distribution function. In our study, for the gentle-

bump distribution, we may write this expression as follows:

cgb
damp ¼ a

3 pþ 1ð Þ
4
ffiffiffi
2
p �iik

2q2
s ¼ acdm

damp;

where a¼ f/fdm� 1 is the relative population, as defined in

Equation (8) and superscript “gb” stands for the gentle-bump

distribution. Since 0.15� a� 0.3, therefore, we expect the

viscous damping rate to be smaller for the gentle-bump

distribution in comparison to the drifting Maxwellian distribu-

tion. This is because the f in Figure 3 has lesser density popula-

tion in the unstable gentle-bump than the drifting Maxwellian,

leading to less collision and therefore less viscous damping.

The drift wave instability is expected to be excited

inside the EPB in the region with the largest density gradient.

To examine this aspect, we plot the distribution of horizontal

and vertical density gradients, @h and @v in Figure 4. These

gradients are defined as follows:

@h ¼
1

n

@n

@x
; @v ¼

1

n

@n

@y
:

From this figure, we note that both @h and @v become largest

in 100–200 m/s, i.e., the broad gentle-bump under considera-

tion offers the largest density gradients. In fact, both @h and

@v tend to acquire peaks in all those velocity ranges where

the distribution has the gentle-bump characteristics. It is

interesting to note that @h also becomes large around v¼ 0,

i.e., across the wall of the bubble as expected, however @v is

small at this location. The gentle bump residing in

100–200 m/s velocity range offers unique scenario where

both @h and @v are largest, which should be more suitable for

the growth of drift wave instability.

IV. SUMMARY

In this study, we have presented a simulation study of

EPB in the evening-time equatorial ionosphere and deduced

the density distribution function and associated probability

distribution functions (f). They are found to evolve from an

initial Maxwellian to a Non-Maxwellian of gentle-bump

type as the initial small depletion grows to EPB under the

action of CII. This non-Maxwellian f consists of a broad

bump or Doppler pulse located within the 100–150 m/s

velocity range, arising from the bulk updraft of EPB relative

to the ambient ionosphere, caused by the CII. It is shown

that for typical F region parameters and the observed density

FIG. 4. The density gradient distributions at t¼ 1350 s: The green and red

curves represent the distributions of horizontal and vertical density gra-

dients, @h and @v. They are normalized to their corresponding maximum val-

ues. For comparison, the PDF (f) is also plotted as the blue curve.
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gradient scale length between 50 and 103 m, the associated

drift wave can acquire the phase velocity satisfying the

unstable criteria @f
@v > 0, suggesting their likely destabiliza-

tion. It is argued that this non-Maxwellian f offers larger @f
@v

in comparison to the drifting-Maxwellian considered in the

previous studies of drift wave instability within EPB and, as

a result, is likely to accelerate the instability growth by factor

of 2–6. The present study offers an alternative distribution

function to be examined in the context of small scale plasma

waves such as the drift and lower hybrid waves which until

now have been examined with only the drifting-Maxwellian

distribution function.
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